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Well, did you take up my suggestion in the Christmas issue and spend sometime
over the holiday reflecting on the season so far? I did, because as editor I must
practice what I preach if I am to have any credibility. However, my reflections went
beyond the first half of this season to include my experience of Cambridgeshire
Rugby which in 2014 reaches 50 years, mostly as a member of CUDRRS.
My mental travels through time took me back even further, to 1946 when I first
began to play Rugby at school. As an eleven year old hooker, within a season I
learnt everything you needed to know about front row play which, 30 years later,
helped to make my refereeing of the scrum, a dawdle.
(Hic! Thank you darling but no more booze. I beginning to get delusional).
Our school motto was Fidelitas et Veritas - loyalty and truth. Recalling that
helped me discover a suitable theme for this first CONTACT of 2014 — Loyalty.
Loyalty, in the context of being a member of a rugby club or referees society can
be defined as always fulfilling one’s duties and obligations and keeping
one’s promises.
Our duties and obligations as members of CUDRRS are contained in our
Members Charter set out in our handbook. It is intended to be read at the beginning of the season and then for us to renew our commitment to honour it. If you
are not familiar with its contents, then it’s time to read it again. Please do anyway.
The Charter only has reasonable expectations of us as it recognises that members may have higher priorities than sport. We are simply asked to do our best
and play the fullest part we can to achieve Better Refereeing for Better Rugby.

THOUGHT FOR 2014

CUDRRS continues to be blessed by having very many loyal members who have
served the society for twenty years or more. Look around at our meetings and you
will see them there. All are younger than me, not by much, some of them, but they
are still as fit as fleas and able to turn out each week, often twice or three times.

Believe that life is worth
living and your belief will
help create the fact.

Some of our officers have been in one or more society posts for ever it seems.
Chairman Charles, John “Youth” Hanlon, Ian “Schools” Reid and Steve “Whistler”
Cardy are fine examples of how to translate loyalty into service.

DATES FOR YOUR
2014 DIARY
Tuesday 4th February
Monthly meeting at Shelford RUFC at 7.30 pm.
Programme will include
consideration of the
line-out.
Friday 28th March
Our Ladies Night and Annual Dinner will be held at
Christ’s College.
£35 per head – meal and wine

Book your place with
David Norman
dn102@cam.ac.uk

Loyalty works both ways though. To give and receive, and not just take, is a good
maxim to live by. Our officers give up their time to make the Society the success it
is. They deserve to receive the respect of all of us who benefit from their labours.
The annual award of the Peter Eveleigh Trophy enables us to show our respect
and loyalty to one of our own. Our loyalty to our clubs is evidenced by the sacrifices we make to give them a quality service to players from 13 years upwards.
The Whistlers’ Trophy presented to the club that shows our referees the most respect, the warmest hospitality and the best cooperation and support indicates that
where there is mutual loyalty, better rugby results. That respect and loyalty should
exist all season long and be sincere.
My reflections (glass now restored to hand and fully charged) carried on until I realised that the alcohol I had consumed was making me feel melancholy. I began
to wonder whether we were all as loyal as we ought to be. Conscience working?
It did not take me long to realise what we could do better. Our President’s Christmas message was still fresh in my mind. “Support the officers when they ask
for info. RSVP”. CONTACT endorses that and appeals to every member to
resolve to show CUDRRS the utmost loyalty in 2014 and in the years ahead.
As Lord Kitchener said (almost) - Your Society needs you.
You need it too, don't you?
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TOGETHERNESS
Loyalty breeds teamwork and a desire to be together. This photo was taken at Shelford on the last playing Saturday of 2013. When there are not enough games for one each, working in threes can be very enjoyable. Try it.
Two teams of three each with
an assessor, our NP referee
doing the First XV game
against Southend and several
other members out for the day
almost took over the clubhouse.
Also at the match, but not
around for the photo, were
Mike Runswick, Derek Manning and Tony Kennedy. They
were drinking elsewhere or in
the loo.
There were enough CUDRRS
members present to make a
quorum at a General Meeting.
President Evans, sensing the
threat of a Christmas putsch,
offered to buy a round.
Remembering the poem in the
Christmas CONTACT about
not drinking and driving, his
offer was politely declined and
we all went home. Jon left the
club smiling.

CLUB LOYALTY
When we first introduced the concept of SMACs, our appointees were long established members of the clubs they
played for. This is not the case in every link-up today. Nevertheless, our SMACs are loyal to the tasks they have
been asked to carry out.
Club loyalty and service go hand in hand. This is characterised by the roles Jim McNicholas plays at the
Davey Field. Behind the mike or the bar, Jim is a good
clubman and is becoming a loyal society member to
boot.
He is the voice of Shelford on match days keeping the
crowd informed of the score and scorers. Not always
sure of the name of the scorer especially when there is
a push over try or a try from a driving maul, Jim is seldom fazed. Even when the electronic scoreboard fails to
light up, he doesn’t flap.
His sense of humour was put to good use at the Southend game played in a gloom that was relieved by the floodlights at 3 pm. “I apologise that our scoreboard is not working” Jim announced. “There is a technical reason for
this It’s broke”. Spectators were able to renew their concentration on the match once they had stopped laughing.
Nice one Jim. Nice blazer, too. Southend claimed that the material it was made of had been taken from the deckchairs on their seafront.

GOODWILL TO ALL CLUBS
CONTACT, on behalf of CUDRRS, wishes our affiliated clubs all the best for 2014. We ask SMACS to convey
this to them and, in particular, we hope Saffron Walden and Newmarket now at the head of their leagues will sustain their form and finish at the top when the season ends. Promotion will lift the rating levels of their clubs’
matches and provide an extra challenge for the Society to provide officials equal to them. This should be an incentive for our referees to raise their game and become even better referees by taking advantage of the development opportunities CUDRRS provides. Videoed performance, monthly meetings, exchange appointments, assistant refereeing at Grange Road, mentoring or coaching can be arranged to respond to individual ambition
matched by real commitment. It’s there for the asking, so why not ask.
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GETTING TO KNOW YOU
Our Page 3 pin up is Roy Phillips. Delivered on time as he promised,
Roy reveals a little more about himself in his answers to CONTACT’s
questions.
He is mentioned in dispatches on Page 5 as well. That mention indicates
Roy has read the Members Charter and intends to honour it.
Here is another loyal member indeed who deserves to receive the best
the Society can give in return.
1.
How did you first get involved with Rugby?
I was introduced to rugby in 1967, my first year at secondary school. Being a keen football player, it was a new sport to me which I loved almost
straight away. My school (Creighton & Margaret Sewell) and the Carlisle
Grammar School became comprehensive at the end of year 7 and rugby
was given a higher priority. We also picked up the grammar school’s fixture list. This took us to Morpeth, Workington, Whitehaven, Barrow, Aspatria, and Dumfries to name but a few. These schools were steeped in rugby tradition. The west Cumbria schools also had large proportion of dual code players even back then. Saturday mornings became a big day to look forward to.
2.
What do you like most about Rugby?
The fact that at the lower levels there is a role in the team for all shapes, sizes and abilities. This means people
who would not take part or who are not ‘sporty’ can join in a team game and make a contribution. At youth and
school levels, this can give tremendous confidence to an individual.
3.
What attracted you to refereeing?
Picking up the whistle seemed a natural progression after playing and coaching for many years. You still get your
Saturday afternoon “fix” without eating into your home time during the week. Plus, the old saying “You’re a long
time on the touch line”, rings true but I’m not quite ready yet.
4.
What has been your happiest experience as a referee so far?
After an absolute nightmare of a game the previous week. Self-analysing how I got it so wrong and by comparison having a great game the next week. All the coaching does work.
5.
What aspect of refereeing don’t you like?
There is the danger, I feel, that at all levels a soccer type mentality is creeping in to the game. We are fortunate to
have the means to deal with it but the respect for the opposition is not what it used to be.
6.
Who or what has influenced your refereeing the most?
An old rugby mate of mine in Royston who refereed at international level told me “Be positive in your decision
making even if you get it wrong”. Plus those chats we all have based on the ‘older we get the better we were’.
7.
What refereeing ambitions do you wish to fulfil?
I would like to think I can move up a level or two in the next few seasons but at the age of 58 my path is somewhat short. My aim is to deliver a consistently good standard at whatever level I’m refereeing.
8.
What are your refereeing priorities for the current season?
Two things.
Find time to watch other referees’ and see if I can crib some new ideas
Learn something from each game and ask myself “What could I have done better”?
9.
What do wish the Society to do to help you achieve your priorities and ambitions?
The support I have received and continue to receive has been great. Can’t ask for any better
10.
What are your interests outside Rugby?
Walking, keeping fit, fine weather cycling. I also follow Carlisle Utd for my sins and enjoy watching any sport on
TV except cricket……zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz Sorry, nearly fell asleep there.

AMBITION
Like Roy, our referees want to become better officials. Nick Briant, a referee from the Bay of Plenty, had ambition
too and was added to the list of officials for the Super Rugby championship last season. He joined former
CUDRRS member Glen Jackson. Nick says that he lives by this motto given to him by Matt Peters, the Referee
Education Officer for Manawatu Rugby Union.
“Referee every game as if it was your test match”
Realise your ambition by having that sense of purpose — to do your very best whenever you referee.
Visualise that Cott enham is your Twick enham and the Davey Field is your Murray field. Live the dream.
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BLOW ME - DOWN

MIKE BRAGG’S CRACKERS

Your whistle should talk. Mike Bland’s does as it tells
him a try has been scored. He looks fit to burst as he
his on the spot but not because of the effort he made
to get there. The blast certainly reached the ears of
Adam Miles, son of Jeff, in the background about to
applaud the decision.

No reflection of Mike’s mental state. That’s sharp just
like his sense of humour. His Christmas message to me
was accompanied by these extracts from letters sent to
the Pensions Office in the 1930s, incidentally the decade
in which we were both born.

•








•

Sir, I am so glad to tell you that my husband who
was reported missing is now dead.
I have no children as my husband is a bus driver
and works all night.
Unless I get my husband's money I shall be forced
to lead an immortal life.
I cannot get sick pay. I have 6 children. Can you tell
me why this is?
Please find out if my husband is dead, as the man I
am living with now won't do anything until he is sure.
You changed my little girl into a little boy. Will this
make any difference?
I am forwarding my marriage certificate and two
children, one of which is a mistake as you will see.
Please send my money at once as I have fallen into
errors with my landlord.
In reply to your letter, I have already co-habited with
your office, so far without results.

It’s the way he tells them.

Editor

LAFFA LONGA LOUIS
The ability to take a joke, not take yourself too seriously and display a sense of humour are essential attributes for referees at all levels.
Never short of an answer and glib of tongue as most people in the legal profession
are, our student lawyer, Louis Biggs, sent in this report from the Hampstead RFC
website on their away match against Hemel Hempstead at the end of November.
Louis was the referee and commented “Here is a very funny article. Please could
you include it with this preface. As a referee you take some flak. Some of it is minor,
some is over the top and some of it you just have to laugh at. Me and the author of
this report (the Hampstead No.9 and captain) never really saw eye to eye, but at
least he did not fill his report with profanities. Rather, I find this acount highly entertaining!" Just as well Luis did not wear his Exeter Chief’s head dress.
"Hampstead extended their unbeaten streak to three games with a hard-fought draw away to Hemel Hempstead
in a game that both sides will feel they should have won.
In a league peppered with multiple H’s, this fixture is probably the most hotly contested, although HAC versus
Harpenden runs it close. Either way, the air was ripe with alliterative tension as the two teams lined up in the
growing, gathering gloom of a late November afternoon.
Led onto the pitch by an especially small mascot, Hampstead were surprised when he turned out to be the referee. Summoning just enough puff to blow his whistle to begin the game, the young whippersnapper went on to
prove he knew literally every single rugby law. He even made some up for good measure.
At that point, Hampstead could have run away with it but some strong Hemel defending and fussy decisions from
the referee, who hopes to visit Santa’s grotto at Harrods this week, ensured the score remained 5-3 at half time.
After that, the game descended into scrappiness, largely down to some over-officious officiating by the official,
who said after the game he wanted a Lego pirate ship and a Game Boy in his stocking this year.
Hemel scored and converted their only try after the referee called Dimoline offside when he was by some measures 100 yards onside. The score remained 10-10 for the last 20 minutes
Comment: It seems that as a breed No.9’s feel that they can referee matches better that the appointed official,
have the right to constantly challenge decisions and always throw the ball in straight. Good recruitment material.
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CHINA REMEMBERS
Their email with card arrived on Christmas Eve. It had been expected in time for the last issue of CONTACT. It’s
just as well the deadline was missed otherwise that newsletter would have been even more enormous.
Tim O’Connell, another loyal member, and Jenny did not let us down. Their greetings, news and good wishes
from five thousand plus miles away added to the warmth of friendship that Christmas generates. The O’Connells
have lived in Shanghai for three years now and their missive indicates all is well with them. They write
We would like to wish all our family and friends a Very Happy Christmas and a healthy start to the New Year. We
miss you all and we are sorry that we cannot see more of you over the Christmas period and we have not seen
many of you recently.
We have enjoyed another year in Shanghai and we are pleased to inform you
that Tara continues to thrive! She has started nursery school at the Britannica
International School and she is considerably more sociable for the experience .She has learnt some Mandarin – her and her nursery class sang Twinkle,
Twinkle Little Star in English and Mandarin for their nativity performance.

一闪一闪小星星

Yī shǎn yī shǎn xiǎo xīngxīng

We were lucky enough to have enjoyable holidays in Malaysia, Anka Wat, Nanjing, UK and Xiamen this year. Malaysia was fantastic – we were able to enjoy Sam and Fiona’s wedding. Tara met some monkeys as well as enjoying lots of swimming in the beautiful weather. Mummy and Daddy enjoyed the duty free nature of Langkawi
Island! Tara enjoyed Ruth and Dan’s wedding in the UK and we all enjoyed the summer house in Dorset.
We stayed in Shanghai for Spring Festival this year. Chinese New Year’s day was excellent. Very good food and
the fireworks were extravagant and casual in a way that is no longer familiar in the UK. Shanghai was very quiet
during the holiday – traffic was just absent – as our Chinese friends either went back home or stayed in with their
families. It was odd to see Shanghai as a ‘ghost town’ – like London over Christmas!
One theme of this year has been smog / PM 2.5. ( I think this is the size of fine particulate matter. Editor)
This is probably a good thing for our company – the easiest fixes for reducing emissions currently is to fit catalytic
after treatment control. So, Beijing and Shanghai, we are waiting for your orders. There is some pressure on the
government to act – use of the web is giving Chinese people an opportunity to air their views and the government
is listening. The hard part is persuading the stakeholder industries to agree and invest in Technologies that will
minimize smog.
We have continued to be involved in cricket this summer. Jenny has been Treasurer of SCC (Shanghai Cricket
Club) and has now moved to Secretary, so she is a proper mover and shaker! The challenge for SCC is to acquire some land and put down some roots – there is a Shanghai RFC who have a successful model but acquiring
land for expat sport is not easy in Shanghai.
Very best wishes and our love
Tara, Jenny and Tim

LOYALTY TO ONE’S SELF
All referees have a duty to be fit enough to do a good job for
a) the enjoyment of the players,
b) the reputation of the society and
c) their own self respect.
It is unreasonable for referees to expect to get the respect of
players if they fall short of the level of fitness they must have
to be in the right position to make the right decision.
Fitness testing serves to show how one compares with a
Recommended standard for the level of match refereed.

Best performance
by 30 –45 year old

Best performance by
over 50 year old

Congratulations to the two who passed their tests and in doing
so won the prizes for their age groups. Well done Stu Knowling and Roy Phillips.
Thanks to Mike Runswick for arranging and supervising the tests. Maybe more will take it next time.
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HONESTY THE BEST POLICY
CONTACT knows of several CUDRRS referees
who own up to making mistakes and are determined
to learn from them. That shows honesty and, by being loyal to themselves, their confidence will increase. They will become better referees.
The importance of learning from mistakes is so that
you will not make the same mistakes or similar ones
in the future. Learn and you will make more right
decisions and fewer wrong ones and therefore enjoy
more success and less failure.
Referees are human and thus prone to making mistakes. They spend hours learning the laws and
years honing their skills on the pitch. However, even with all that work, mistakes are unavoidable. How these
gaffes are dealt with separates the novice from the professional, the committed from the casual official.
Surfing the net, I found an article written by Dr. Lawrence Tomei, the dean of academic services at Robert Morris
University in Pennsylvania. He is an official with the West Penn Football Officials Association.
With some minor editing, here is his checklist for managing mistakes. Use it to review your calls after games or
use it at a training meeting discussion on the proper ways to handle errors. It will help you think about the critical
components and how best to turn any mistake into a valuable learning experience.
Make sure you understand the nature of the mistake that was made. Do you know what went wrong?
Work to understand exactly why the error happened. Was it bad judgment, an inadvertent call, or a mistake of
omission or understanding?
Identify associated factors that contributed to the mistake, not just the mistake itself. Were you out of position, blocked from view, not fit enough?
Review how you responded both to the mistake and its resolution. Did you make matters worse defending
your mistake with players or coaches?
Identify long-term areas for improvement. Could attendance at a training meeting or skills session reduce the
chances of the mistake re-occurring?
Identify new or additional information that reduces the chances for the mistake in the future. Are there extra resources like books, web pages or videos that address the mistake?
Consider your behavior before, during and after the error. How do you think your behavior might change in a
similar situation?
Don’t compensate — in officiating, two wrongs never make a right. Do not search for a violation by the other
team to square a previous blunder.
Know which (and when) decisions are subject to correction and which calls are not open for discussion.
Is the mistake correctable before the game continues? Is the mistake reviewable? Can you ask for help on the
call from a fellow official in a team of three?
Study the laws and their application necessary to avoid the mistake in the future. Practice the situation so
that you are less prone to repeat the mistake. Visualise and decide.
Correctly apply the laws (penalties, at flash points, in problem areas, identification of players etc.). Do not
compound the mistake by a further misapplication of the laws.
Accept responsibility. Can you admit you messed up — at least to yourself? How about to your colleagues?
Share your lessons learned.
Learn from your mistake. Regardless of circumstances, can you convert each mistake into an opportunity to
improve your knowledge, skills or aptitude as a match official? Good officials admit their mistakes and move on.
Great officials admit mistakes, learn from them and seldom make the same one again. Are you a good official or a
great official? Are you committed to becoming a better referee? If not, why not?

APPEAL
CONTACT was introduced as a vehicle for communication between members, one to another. It supplements the
interchanges that members have when they meet. It conveys information, advice and instruction and welcomes
comments from inside CUDRRS and beyond. This is an appeal for more members to contribute to the dialogue.
Send yours to michael.dimambro@ntlworld.com before 20th February for inclusion in the next issue.
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ROYAL AND LOYAL

GET BACK ON THE HORSE

Which CUDRRS member forwarded the last issue of CONTACT to Sandringham House?
How else did Her Majesty get
the idea to make “Reflection”
the theme of her Christmas
message and look back at the
events of 2013 as she addressed the nation.

Four years ago, Alex Woolley, our young rising star
referee, was involved in a motorbike accident on his
way from his home in St. Neots to referee a rugby
match at Sawston.

Suspicion falls on our own
Queen, Rachel Forrest, who in
2012 brought light to Sandringham and no doubt made
friends with the Royal Household as she has with us since
she joined us from Norfolk.

The East Anglian Air Ambulance (EAAA) dispatched
their helicopter to the scene in 3 minutes, stabilised
him by the side of the road and removed his crash
helmet. The road ambulance arrived later to take him
to the neuro-critical care unit at Addenbrooke’s
where he was induced into a coma and stabilised
Alex was told by the doctors and police that if the air
ambulance had not got there during those critical
first 15 mins instead of waiting for the road ambulance to arrive, his chances of being here today were
very slim.

No doubt her Christmas cards
included one signed by
Elizabeth and Philip with best
wishes for 2014 to her, Simon
and their child due on St
David’s Day. CONTACT adds its own best wishes to
them as no doubt all in CUDRRS do too.

He was hit by a car travelling the other way at
around 40-50mph. He lost control of his bike and
suffered fractures to his skull which caused hearing
loss in one ear and facial paralysis. He broke ribs
which punctured his left lung.

Happily, Alex has recovered sufficiently to get back
on the horse and resume his rugby career. He is
now playing for Cantabs.

IMITATION
Her Maj. is not the only one to copy what CUDRRS does.
Soon after we had adopted the motto Better Refereeing
for Better Rugby, the RFU’s Referee Department decided to do something similar. Better Officials—Better
Game was its choice.
It is said that imitation is the highest form of flattery.
CUDRRS is happy to be flattered but notes that whilst
HM carries on, the Referee’s Department does not.

LOYAL TO CORE VALUES
Mutual respect forms the basis of our sport. We hold in
high esteem our sport, its values and traditions and earn
the respect of others in the way we behave. We respect
our match officials and accept their decisions.
How pleasing it was to read that Cantabs proved loyal to
the cause when they played Wisbech with Jon Evans
refereeing. Their website carried this report
“Dan Searle had to read the riot act to his team when too
many of them started to try and referee the game. Dan
then showed that he is on the road to full recovery with a
brave tackle, receiving a boot to the head for his troubles.
The referee decided that the Wisbech number 3 should
take a ten minute break for violent conduct, as Dan recovered”.
Loyalty does not always come free of cost. It, however,
pays off and in this case brought a 60 -12 victory.

LOYAL CRICKET SUPPORTER
David Tyrrell returned from Australia stunned by the pace
attack of Mitchell Johnson and England’s capitulation.
He’s thinking of contacting Jenny O’Connell for a fixture
against Shanghai CC so England might win a game
(As Jenny is the scorer that might not be a good idea)

He showed his gratitude to EAAA by taking part in
the daunting Cambridge Spartan Sprint at Carver
Barracks, Saffron Walden last September to raise
money for them. He raised over £1,200 but this was
less than the target he set himself. So he has become a volunteer for them and is actively pursuing
sponsorships and more contributions. He has organised a charity rugby match at Cantabs on 17th May
which CUDRRS will be supporting.
President Evans has used his charm to overcome a
gap in our SMAC force. Mike Bland informed Jon he
was unable to fulfil the role at Cantabs.
Jon is delighted to say that Alex Woolley has agreed
to take on the job. Although not an active member of
CUDRRS now, Alex will no doubt prove to be an
ideal appointment to further cement club/society relations. However, he got injured playing against
Canvey Island on 11th January and his leg is now in
a splint. He will assume SMAC duties asap.
CONTACT welcomes Alex back to the fellowship of
CUDRRS as a SMAC and maybe later as a referee.
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FROM THE SAME HYMN SHEET
Discussion at our February meeting will cover the topic of
“Refereeing the Lineout”. There is an IRB document entitled Rugby
Refereeing in Practice that can be found on
www.irb.com/mm/document/0/rugbyrefinpractice.
Although it was issued in 2004, the guidance is still relevant.
Put simply, the line-out is a means by which the game is restarted
after the ball has gone into touch. But it isn’t simple, as we know.
There can be 94 offences committed at this event, or is it more
than 100 with all the law changes.
Law 19 is the longest in the book, 20 pages compared with 12 for
the scrum. That means there is more that referees have to get right
at the line-out and there’s more that could go wrong.
Who’s ball? Quick throw or not? Where to stand?
What’s the call mean? Numbers? Early jumping? Is he taking too long? Did it come in 5m? Is it over yet?
These are only some of the questions that go through the mind as well as deciding whether to ignore that “not
straight” throw in because the opposition did not contest. Decisions. Decisions. Are we all doing the same?
Positive refereeing of the line out will result if this suggested sequence is followed
•

Get to the line of touch as soon as possible. A good impression can be created if the forwards
see the referee on the touch line waiting for them to arrive.
Check which team is to throw in and whether any of their players retire after they got to the
line of touch.
Check that the throwing in team is not outnumbered by the opposition players in the line

•
•
•

Before the ball is thrown in
Establish the one metre gap between the two lines of players and that the lines are straight.
Check that non-participating players are at least 10 metres back from the line out.
Check whether the teams put anyone in the receiver’s position and that he stands 2m from his team
mates in the lineout.
Ensure the thrower in has an immediate opponent standing between the touch and 5m line and 2m
from the line of touch and the 5m line.
Establish the length of the line out is within the 15 metres (maximum) and that all players are on side

•

As the ball is thrown in
Check that the non-jumpers maintain the original one metre clear space until the ball is touched or
grounded.
Look for the barging, pushing, holding down Across the line offences (First priority).
Look for correct lifting on shorts and thigh
Along the line offences.
Check for offside in the line
- Through the line offences.
Check for offside by non-participants.
Check that peeling players keep within 10 metres of the line out.

•

As the ball lands
Check that the throw in was straight. (If not, is there an Advantage?)
If the ball is caught, look for off-side by non-participating players and those at the end of the line out
creeping into in-field.
If the ball is caught, look for the supporting players moving into the gap and obstructing the opposition
from tackling the ball carrier
If a ruck or maul develops, remember that the line out is not over until the ball emerges or until the rear
feet of those in it, cross the line of touch.
(A signal to the backs that the line out is still continuing can be a useful optional extra)
If it is tapped, it is open play. Look for obstruction by the tapping side.

•

Get off the mark quickly to follow the play.

•

Glance over your shoulder as you move away.

•

Get in close if trouble is suspected at the next line out. Occasionally, it is more important to be there
as a restraining influence rather than to worry unduly about being in the way.

If we all sing from this hymn sheet when refereeing the line out, our performances will be more consistent across
the society and we will miss fewer offences that can ignite players at this flashpoint phase. Let’s harmonise.
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MAMMA MIA
‘Scusa mi for heading this article with an Italian expression used in situations of surprise or anguish.
That’s how I felt about the IRB decision to do away with “Yes 9” as part of applying Law 20 and the furore it
caused. What seemed at first to be a minor change, turned out to be a matter of much debate and deliberation
when its application in youth and women’s rugby was considered.
To touch or not to touch, that was the question which caused confusion and delay in disseminating the news
about the change to the engagement process. There was talk of Child Protection and Sexual Harassment issues
if a referee touched a player on the back. What a to do and what to do needed further guidance from the RFU.
Eventually we received it and sent out a bulletin to our members, disregarding the stance taken by our colleagues
in Eastern Counties who decided not to use it in youth and women's games until further discussion.
All of this because it was claimed that the verbal indication by the referee to the No.9 that it’s OK for the ball to be
thrown in to the scrum was inequitable. National coaches and referee managers voiced their criticism. They suggested it allowed the defence to know exactly when to push, thereby destabilising the front rows. With 8 men who
can shove, as opposed to the other side’s 7, they had more power. Was it not ever thus?
The eight man shove by the defending pack against the throwing in side has been a century old tactic. Packs
have eyes to see when the ball is about to leave the No 9‘s hands. They can control their shove if they wish to.
They know when to go and when to stay. If they go, the referee will blow is the simple message to understand.
Referees must not be conned into either thinking the early shove is accidental or by the side out-nudged at the
engagement who step back to make it look like an early shove by their opponents.
All of this put me in mind of the opening lines of the Abba song in Mamma Mia, The winner takes it all.
I don't wanna talk About the things we've gone through Though it's hurting me Now it's history
I suggest referees sing that to the No.9’s at the first scrum in their next match. See the reaction. Have fun.
The next training session will include nodding practice. Assessors will supervise referees to
see that their nodding will effectively communicate from 5 metres away consent for No.9’s to
throw the ball in (and straight). Next task, non verbal communication when it’s a ruck or maul
The winner taking all in this latest farce is Elite Rugby. They have taken over the game and
the rest of us have to dance to their tune. The CBS engagement process with the “Yes 9”
call and straight feed was supposed to see a return to the good old days when scrumming
was about power, strength, technique and timing. At least, it eliminated the “Hit “ and its injurious consequences.
But in the Elite game, where the purpose of the scrum is said to be the winning of a penalty rather than hooked
possession, you can bet coaches will find some other way to get an edge. If it messes up the game, so what.
As John Hanlon commented
Usual story. They can’t get it right at the top level so they b*** the rest of us about.
Apart from taking away from the attacking side of the element of surprise, the intention of the original law change
was meant to reduce the responsibilities of the referee at the scrum. Maybe they would now have the time to ensure the throw in was straight down the middle.
The CBS law change provided for the non offending team to retain the advantage of throwing the ball in and the
opposition still able to contest the ball. It provided for Safety (no “hit”), Equity (both teams could contest the ball if
put in straight) and the referee could apply the Law, the three principles upon which refereeing is based.
Why introduce more verbal or non verbal communication by the referee to start the scrum?
The referee has to see that the scrum is stable, square and stationary enough and may talk to achieve this.
However, he only needs to tell the No. 9 to put the ball in if there is delay (Law 20.5).
Touch and Go could well describe how the scrum is started when refereed from the throwing in side. Touch and
go is defined as uncertain in nature or outcome. That’s how the scrum should operate. May the best hooker win.
Referees need to review their positioning as a consequence of the dumbing down of their management of the
scrum. Standing on the opposite side avoids touching the No.9 but what might be missed if too far away.
Starting from the throwing in side, the referee is well placed to set the scrum, keep it stationary and square by
voice and steering hand if necessary and then simply step to the right. In comes the No.9, gets a reminder from
the referee about putting the ball it in straight then a tap on the shoulder and off we go. Simples.
There are pros and cons with regard for the change and the reason for it. Players and referees have been given
the laws to keep and to manage respectively. Let the chatter cease and let’s get on with the game. Let’s decide
how we will, as a society, be loyal to the laws and deal with those that won’t conform. Remember, we are in a
position to suggest a better method to the law makers.
Come to the February meeting to voice your views but please let’s not re-run the debate about the why.
Let’s concentrate on the how.
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MANAGEMENT MATTERS
Management Group is concerned that no one has yet come forward to take on the Financial Manager post.
The Society will also need to appoint someone to take over as Communications Manager next season from
Rachel after she has her baby. Failure to fill these two posts will be, without doubt, a body blow to CUDRRS.
Please come forward and offer your services to keep our ship on course. Contact David Tyrrell and find out what
each job entails.
Secretary Tyrrell reports that so far this season our referees have issued seven red cards. Three adult players
from clubs outside Cambridgeshire, two from within, one University college player and a youth from a school
outside our area have been dismissed. This is broadly in line with the position last season. Referees interested
in the outcome of the hearings should contact David.
MG are currently investigating the purchase of kit for issue next season and looking for possible sponsorship.
The next item is a report on David Tyrrell who refereed Girton v Christs this week. According to our Number 2
reporter, Louis Biggs, the game was fast flowing and entertaining, due in no small part to David Tyrell who had a
fantastic game. Despite a few words and a multitude of offences from a highly irritating Girton hooker (guess
who), he kept composed and refereed it very well.
President Jon Evans reports that there are now 35 following us on Tweet. Most of them are from our clubs,
some players, coaches and officials from the RFU. No progress has been made with the revamping of the website.
Chairman Charles Osborne has learned that Jack Lewars has been upgraded to Level 6 by the London Society.
Stuart Graveston, Colleges Appointments Secretary, was the only entrant in the Christmas Contact Caption
Competition. He will get a prize.

HELPING HANDS
Lee Edwards and Ben Whyall (an expectant dad, baby due on 3rd March) provided assistance to Stu Knowling in
the Cambridge v Shelford match at
second team level. With fewer games in this half of the season, no one
need be idle. If you have no appointment, then offer your help to a colleague. It could reduce their workload running touch as well as the game.

Look what Spike Dewing got for Christmas. No, not a splitting headache
although that might be the reason he is wearing a headband.
On closer examination there is a camera attached to it to give him a
“third’s eye” view.
It looks as if it is pointing forward. Had it been the other way round, the players would have needed to be more wary of a referee with eyes in the back of
his head.
Maybe Spike did not have it switched on and simply used it as a deterrent in
the Swaffham v Broadland match.
Must get him to write a piece for CONTACT about the pros and cons of using
this technology.
With a monitor on his wrist, he could double up as referee and TMO.
If this catches on in the Premiership, Rowan Kitt could become redundant.
With big screens at many grounds, some top referees have already preempted the TMO’s conclusions.

